
Lucky Craft Slender Pointer 97 MR Lure

Lucky Craft

Product number: LC-SP97

Lucky Craft's new Slender Pointer represents Lucky 
Crafts continued dedication to listening to the needs 
of our customers.

16,99 € * 16,99 €

Lucky Craft Slender Pointer 97 MR: The multifunctional fishing 
plug for every passionate angler.

Whether you're an enthusiastic smallmouth bass angler or you're on the hunt for perch and zander, the Lucky 
Craft Slender Pointer 97 MR is your ideal companion. Designed with a careful balance between innovation 
and tradition, this plug brings together the best of both worlds to give you the edge you need on any fishing 
adventure.

Anglers around the world have been calling for a slender successor to the Original Pointer Minnow, and 
Lucky Craft has delivered. With a diving depth of 1 to 1.2 metres, this lure offers a great way to catch 
different types of fish, whether in shallow or deeper waters. Thanks to Lucky Craft's patented weight-
shifting system, it allows casts that are accurate even in windy conditions, and its improved, unpredictable 
side-to-side action is sure to drive the fish wild.

Now let's take a closer look at some of the key features of this outstanding plug:

Optimum hook set-up: Three razor-sharp treble hooks ensure an increased catch rate.
Revolutionary action: An unpredictable lateral movement that entices fish to bite.
Technological innovation: Lucky Craft continuously introduces the most advanced fishing lures on 
the market.

Don't miss the opportunity to revolutionise your fishing adventure with the Lucky Craft Slender Pointer 
97 MR fishing plug, the latest addition to the jerkbait range. Invest in a lure designed specifically for the 
ambitious angler targeting smallmouth bass as well as perch and zander. Order now and experience why 
Lucky Craft is synonymous with success in the angling world!



* incl. tax, plus shipping

https://www.koeder-laden.de/en/Shipping-and-Charges/

